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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Purpose of the study .— This is a study of the content,
equipment and instructional procedures being used in the
junior-high schools in the State of Massachusetts for
instruction in industrial arts. It is a study limited to
grades seven, eight, and nine of the junior-high schools.
The author feels that the study will be of value in three
ways. It should:
1. Discover practices for use in the organization and
administration of industrial-arts courses in the
junior-high schools.
2. Act as a basis for further improvement in
industrial arts.
3. Act as a reference for boards of education,
administrators, and teachers in the state.
Methods used for collecting the facts .-- For collecting
the facts, an inquiry form was compiled from extensive
2/
readings of textbooks, industrial arts and vocational
education magazine articles, and theses related to the subject.
17 See page 37* appendix.
2/ See page 49.

2 .
Whenever the author came across an important item or
idea that he thought might be used to advantage in the inquiry
form, he jotted it down on a 3 by 5 card. These items or ideas
were grouped together under headings and subheadings, and were
further developed from the author’s personal experience or
from further reading. Then came the task of organizing this
material so that it would be brief, to the point, and take a
minimum of effort and writing to fill it out. After this
was organized, it was submitted to Dr. Roy 0. Billett,
faculty advisor, who made various comments and suggestions
for further improvement. The inquiry form was revised,
resubmitted, and revised into its present form. This inquiry
form was sent out to the 171 junior-high schools contained
1/
in the 1948 edition of the Educational Directory.
Of the 171 inquiry forms sent out, 109 were returned.
Five of the 109 schools declined to fill out the forms,
explaining that in the past they had received so many similar
inquiries, that it is more or less of a school policy not
to take the time to fill out these forms. The tabulations
are based on the results of the 104 completed forms.
When it was evident that few if any more forms would
be returned, the author assembled all the forms and numbered
Ir Educational Directory , 1948, Number 6, p. 32-37, Bulletin
of the Department of Education, Boston, Mass.
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them according to the total enrollment of the school.
Form number 1 was the school having the lowest enrollment.
The total returns were divided into four groups according
to enrollment so that schools with a small enrollment could
be compared with schools with a higher enrollment. The
schools in group I ranged in enrollment from 1 to 299 pupils;
group II, from 300 to 499 pupils; group III, from 500 to
799 pupils; and group IV, from 800 to 1600 pupils.
Definition of terms .— The field of industrial arts has
been handicapped in its growth by the lack of a uniform
understanding of the terms used in connection with it. In
order to secure uniformity of thinking in respect to the
terms used in this study, the following definitions will
1/
serve as a guide. Maris M. Proffitt defines the terms
as follows:
"Manual Training (....) had its emphasis on
hand skill, chiefly in woodworking. Exercises in
wood and metal (....) prevailed, and the program
reverted generally to keeping youngsters busy on
something which could be displayed at the end of
the year and then taken home or thrown away."
"Manual Arts (....) still had its emphasis
on skill, but the philosophy was extended to include
the making of both useful and well-designed articles,
still principally by hand."
"Industrial Arts is a phase of general education
that concerns itself with the materials, processes,
and products of manufacture, and with the contribution
of those engaged in industry. The learnings come
27 Maris M. Proffitt, Industrial Arts , U. S. Bureau of
Education Bulletin, U. S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C., Bulletin 1937, No. 34, p# 1.

through the pupil 1 s experiences with tools and materials
and through his study of resultant conditions of life."
1/
"General Shop is a shop having various activities
based on selected industries, usually housed in one room
and under the direction of one teacher; to be distinguish
ed from special forms of unit shop such as general wood
shop, general metal shop, etc."
Review of relat ed obj ect ive studies .— Some of the
related studies that have been made in this field in various
parts of the country showing the purpose of the study, the
methods used for collecting the facts, and the findings and
the conclusions are reviewed in the following pages.
2/
Study by Willis Ambrose Baldwin
Purpose of Baldwin 1 s study .— The object of Baldwin 1 s
study was to develop a background of information as to the
most acceptable objectives, practices, opinions, and plans
of organization in the field of junior-high-school industrial
arts in California. The hope is that this information will
serve boards of education, administrators, and teachers in the
following ways:
1. In making programs of study.
2. In properly equipping junior-high-school shops.
3. In setting up standards for selecting industrial-arts
teachers
.
1/ Phi Delta Kappa, Dictionary of Education , Carter V. Good,
Editor, McGrath-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1945,
495 P.
2/ Willis Ambrose Baldwin,
Arts in the Junior-High
TQ/,:nj" r —
The Present Status of Industrial
Schools of California
,
Masters,
p. ms, .
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4. In assisting teachers to plan their programs of
self-improvement in the light of practices and
needs in the industrial-arts field of the junior-
high schools.
5. In helping to integrate further the junior-high
industrial-arts program with the program of
general education.
Methods used for collecting the facts .— A questionnaire
was compiled and sent to each of the junior-high schools of
California. From their educational directory was taken a
list of subjects mentioned as being taught in the industrial-
arts courses in the junior-high schools. To this list was
added a few additional subjects that might be taught in the
junior-high-school industrial-arts departments. This list
was presented in the questionnaire to be checked as to whether
or not the subjects listed were taught, and as to the grade
placement of such instruction.
Other facts to be established by this questionnaire were
as follows:
1. Extent of course offerings.
2. The degree of compulsion of these courses.
3. The status of certain courses, such as mechanical
drawing and auto mechanics.
4. The extent of the employment of the general shop
in the junior-high schools of California.
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5. The opinion of the industrial-arts teachers as
to what should be the practices in several phases
of junior-high school industrial-arts education.
The returns of the first questionnaire were in some
respects deficient, in that they did not sufficiently
indicate shop organizations. A second questionnaire was
therefore compiled. This questionnaire dealt principally
with shop organization. Each of the junior-high schools
of California was questioned as to:
1. The organization and physical set-up of their
shops
.
2. Size of their student body.
3. Number of teachers in their industrial-arts
department
.
4. Length of their school periods.
5. Student shop organization as to monitors, safety
committees, clubs, etc.
6. Other factors of student shop organization that
were being employed.
A questionnaire was sent to the heads or supervisors of
industrial arts of the larger city systems of the state,
questioning them as to the general program of study they were
providing in their respective systems for their junior-high
school industrial-arts departments.
A second questionnaire was sent to supervisors of
industrial arts of the larger city systems asking them as
: J
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to
:
. The general objectives for their junior-high
school industrial-arts program.
2. The recent trends in their system in this field
of education.
3. Their opinions as to the probable trends in the
junior-high school industrial-arts program in
their system for the next few years.
4. What they considered the most acceptable training
for their industrial-arts teachers and what
certification they required for these teachers.
A questionnaire was sent to the heads of the industrial-
arts departments of the five state c olleges of California,
teaching industrial-arts education, asking them as to:
1. What they considered to be the objectives of the
junior-high school industrial-arts education in
California.
2. What they considered were the recent trends in
the field of junior-high school industrial-arts
in California.
3. What they considered would be the trend in
California in this field for the next few years.
4. What they considered the acceptable training for
the industrial-arts teachers of the junior-high
schools
..
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In addition to the above questionnaire, letters were
written to certain parties influential in the field of
junior-high school industrial-arts, questioning them on
certain specific problems.
For a general background of information and to supplement
the above, monographs, city courses of study, bulletins, state
publications, and similar material were accumulated.
Findings and conclusions .— There are 676 secondary
schools in the State of California. Of these, 113 are three-
year junior-high schools; with seventh, eighth, and ninth
grades; seventeen are four year junior-high schools, with
seventh, eighth, ninth, and tenth grades; and 54 are junior-
senior high schools, with seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth,
eleventh, and twelfth grades; making a total of 1B4 junior-
high school organizations in the State of California.
The range in size of the junior-high schools is 25-
2553, and their median is 924* The range in size of the
junior-senior high schools is 34-2,929, and their median
is 1500.
The total enrollment of the junior-high schools for the
state approximates 150,000, with approximately 50,000 children
in the industrial-arts classes.
About one teacher in ten in the junior-high schools of
California is an industrial-arts teacher.
There is no provision in the state law that requires
industrial arts to be taught in the junior-high schools.
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All of the junior-high schools, with the exception of
two orthopedic junior-high schools and one junior-high school
for girls, teach industrial arts in at least one grade.
The objectives of teaching industrial arts in junior-
high schools are those of general education with emphasis on
specific objectives such as development of interest and
appreciation of industrial life, development of basic skills,
and consumer appreciation.
The general trends are toward a general expansion to
include experiences in broader occupational fields and toward
the adoption of methods that will make these experiences more
vital to the student.
A standard programming of industrial-arts courses should
consist of elementary mechanical drawing in grade 7B and
elementary woodwork in 7A. General metal which may include
electricity or general metal and electricity in grade SB.
The SA, 9B and 9A grades should be elective.
A standard junior-high school of California, therefore,
should teach woodwork, elementary mechanical drawing, general
metal and electricity.
Courses in industrial arts are generally compulsory in
the junior-high schools of the State of California in the
7B, 7A and SB grades, with elective courses for the SA, 9B,
and 9A grades.
There is a division of opinion in California as to the
relative value of semester courses and the short rotating unit
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courses of from four to ten weeks each for junior-high schools.
The practice is about evenly divided. The short unit course
' is seldom found in the smaller systems.
The type of shop set-up is generally dependent upon the
u
size of the school. The standard set-up for a school with
an enrollment of 1,000 or more is: woodshop, drafting room,
general metal shop, electric shop and print shop. The
standard set-up for schools with an enrollment of between
500 and 999, inclusive, is: woodshop, drafting room, and
general metal shop. The standard set-up for a school with
less than 500 enrollment is: composite general shop and
woodshop
.
Comments of the author on Baldwin 1 s findings .— The
author feels that a standard program of industrial-arts
courses in a junior-high school should be more than woodwork,
elementary mechanical drawing, general metal, and electricity.
The author is of the opinion that junior-high schools, regard-
less of the enrollment, should have a composite general shop
in grade 7, or 7 and & if necessary, where the pupils will
come in contact with as many materials
,
processes, and products
of industry as is possible for them to intelligently comprehend
Some of the fields that the general shop should include are:
t woodwork, metal work, printing and the graphic arts, machine
1/ Standard school as used above signifies that the school
follows practices or employs set-ups used by at least
fifty per cent of the schools of the state.
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shop, auto mechanics, electricity, arts and crafts, ceramics,
textiles, and planning. In grade 9 these units should be
elective so that a pupil may follow his interest and ability
in one or more of these fields, either in a general shop or
in unit shops.
u
Study by Elias Ferdinand Myron
Purpose of the study.-- This survey undertook to cover
a certain number of the phases of industrial education in
representative high schools in the State of Washington. Five
general classifications were covered by means of questionnaires
These were:
1. Inquiry along general lines.
2. Pupil personnel.
3. Instruction.
4. Physical conditions.
3. Evaluation of the work.
Methods used for collecting the facts .-- The data for
this thesis were obtained from an incompleted Public Works
Administration project in research sponsored by the Department
of the Interior, Office of Education, 'Washington, D.C., under
the supervision of Dr . John E. Corbally, Associate Professor
of Education, University of Washington
,
Assistant Local
Project Administrator.
V Elias Ferdinand Myron, A Survey of Local Industrial Arts
Units In A Representative Number of Schools in Washington
,
Masters, 1937, University of Washington, 104 p. ms.
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Two questionnaires related to the above five classifica-
tions were distributed, one to administrators and superintend-
ents, the other industrial arts and vocational teachers.
The preparation and assembly of material for these
questionnaires was started in July, 1936 by R. E. Gunn and
W. Warner Thomas, in collaboration with J. W. Kelly, State
Supervisor, Trade and Industrial Education, Department of
Education, Olympia, Washington, and members of the executive
committee of the Washington Industrial Education Association.
To Orville A. Kenyon fell the lot of distributing the
questionnaires. He, together with Miss Geraldine Lehman,
worked at charting the returns until the project was stopped
in December, 1936.
At this point the writer received the data for use in
this thesis.
Findings and conclusions .— The major findings and
conclusions are:
1. An industrial-arts teacher has narrivedn when he
has completed several years of a broad educational
course and philosophy of education and acquired
a practical experience and thorough knowledge of
the arts courses he is expected to teach, as well
as a knowledge of keeping records and reports, and
is acquainted with the psychology of dealing
successfully with people.
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2. Industrial-arts teachers have a better
opportunity to give individual and group
guidance than other teachers.
3. Most of the shops lack space, equipment, supplies
and materials, and reference materials.
4. Shops should be adequately equipped so that
unemployed workers may be able to receive profitable
training in industrial-arts evening classes.
5. The length of time devoted to classes in industrial
arts should be one class-period long.
6. The industrial-arts courses should be open to girls
able and wishing to take them.
7. Making things in shop is the best method of teaching
industrial-arts subjects.
S. A sufficient knowledge of the fundamentals of
mathematics is a deficiency attributed to many
industrial arts pupils.
9.
The types of consumers* knowledge stressed in the
industrial-arts courses are reading of blue prints,
care of goods, construction and quality of goods,
proper use of goods, and selection of goods.
10. The industrial-arts course in auto mechanics should
emphasize the understanding of cars and safety in
driving rather than skill in repairing them.
11. A course in home planning should supplant architectur-
al drawing.
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12. An industrial-arts course has served a worthwhile
purpose if it has merely kept the pupil in school
beyond the minimum age requirement for workers,
even if it has been unable to train him well
enough to retain a semi-skilled job.
13. Industrial arts in the junior-high-school grades
should be taught merely because it contributes to
the proper growth of the child.
14. Industrial-arts work tends greatly to improve a
student in respect to initiative and self-control.
Authors comments on Myron 1 s findings and conclusions .
—
The author is inclined to disagree with item 5 above. One
period of industrial arts a day is inadequate when you take
into consideration the time it takes the pupil to get his
work out, orient himself to the place where he was previously,
assemble the necessary tools, return them at the end of the
class, and to do his clean-up duties. When this time is taken
out of one class period, very little time remains for actual
work and accomplishment. The author feels that at least a
double period should be devoted to industrial arts, and single
periods are practically useless.
The author would take exception to item 10 above also.
The author believes that a general understanding of cars and
safety in driving should be taught in the automobile driving
course. Skill in repairing cars includes an understanding of
cars in the authors opinion.
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Study by Hugh P. Ackert
Purpose of the study .— This study proposes to find out
to what extent industrial-arts education is offered in the
four year accredited high schools of South Dakota. The
teaching conditions particularly as to equipment, the training
of industrial-arts teachers, the courses offered, the enroll-
ment in these courses, the subject teaching combinations, and
other information related to the industrial arts, will receive
secondary treatment.
Methods used for collecting the facts .— The data and
information presented in this study was obtained from three
major sources. These are the Directory of Secondary Schools
and Educational Institutions, the records in the files of the
State Department, Pierre, South Dakota, and a questionnaire
sent to the schools offering industrial arts courses.
Findings and conclusions .— In studying the courses
offered it was found that woodwork and mechanical drawing
predominate. General shop is just being introduced. Economic
conditions have been such as to retard educational facilities.
Thirty-six percent of the shops are equipped to accommo-
date less than sixteen students per class. Shop classes are
overloaded.
1/ Hugh P. Ackert
,
The Status of Industrial Arts in the High
Schools of South Dakota
.
Masters, 1937, North Dakota,
53 p. ms.
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The availability of power machines throughout the schools
is comparatively small.
The general teaching qualifications of industrial-arts
instructors in South Dakota are high. It was found, however,
that 17.6 percent of the industrial-arts teachers had no college
credit in industrial arts, and that 13.6 percent had less credit
than the equivalent of a minor. The requirement, as published
by the State Department of Certification, is that high-school
teachers may teach only in their major or minor fields of
preparation. It would appear that 31 percent of the industrial-
arts instructors holding degrees were teaching in violation of
recommended procedure.
No adequate basis for the selection of the most desirable
teaching combination is indicated. However, educators in the
industrial-arts field have recommended to avoid combinations of
industrial arts with the laboratory subjects and with athletics.
Ackert T s Recommendations .— A more specific terminology
for the courses offered should be adopted.
The reports to the State Department of Public Instruction
are inadequate for determining the status of industrial arts in
the state. Additional information regarding the courses offered
should be included in the high school reports.
Variations in the amount of equipment and in the methods
of presenting the industrial arts are desirable. There should,
however, be a minimum specification set for the amount of
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equipment
.
Since a large percentage of the school shops and drafting
rooms are located on the basement floors of school buildings,
all lighting facilities should be thoroughly inspected to meet
approved standards.
This study shows that there are many high- school
instructors teaching industrial arts in violation of the
state regulation with respect to teaching only major and
minor fields of study. An adjustment should be made to
remedy this situation.
Author’s comments on Ackert’s findings .— The same
conditions of teachers having no college training exists in
Massachusetts, and the author believes that it is next to
impossible, as well as unjust, to try to remedy this situation
immediately. Most of these cases are ”old timers” who
eventually will be replaced by college trained personnel.
Time alone will iron out this difficulty to the satisfaction
of all.
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CHAPTER II
STATEMENT AND INTERPRETATION OF THE FINDINGS
Facts Revealed by the Questions
1. What is the enrollment of your school?
Of the 104 schools tabulated, the total
enrollment ranged from 22 to 1580 pupils. Sixteen
of the 104 schools contained 2 grades only, grades
7 and 8. The others were three-year junior-high
schools containing grades 7, 8, and 9.
2. In which grades do you offer industrial arts?
Eight of the 104 schools offered no industrial
arts courses. Five schools not offering industrial
arts had an enrollment of less than 100 pupils. Two
schools not offering industrial arts had enrollments
of approximately 200 pupils, and one school not
offering industrial arts had an enrollment of 400
pupils. The remaining schools offered industrial arts
in all grades with the exception of two schools that
did not offer it in grade 7, but did offer it in
grades 8 and 9.
3. If you offer industrial arts in none of the above
grades, give reasons for not offering it.
Three schools reported that local needs do not
..
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seem to justify the courses. Two schools reported
that the school budget was not sufficient, and three
schools reported that space was not available for
industrial- arts courses.
5. Does your school have yearly or semester promotion?
Eighty-nine schools reported yearly promotion
against two schools having semester promotion.
6. Please check the organization that applies to your
school.
Twenty-one schools reported that they had a
general-shop type of organization. Sixty-five
schools reported a unit-shop type of organization,
and nine schools had a combination of general and
unit shops.
7. The following form is to be filled out in regard to
unit shops only. Please check in the respective
blanks the courses that are required (R), and elective
(E) in each grade.
The following table shows the frequency tabulation
of unit-shop courses required and elective in grades
7, S, and 9. Fifty-eight schools reported woodwork
as being required during the first semester of grade 7.
The units of work appearing the greatest number of
times in the order of their frequency were woodwork,
mechanical drawing, printing, metal work, electrical
work, and free-hand drawing. This holds true through-
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out grades 7 and 8, but in grade 9, printing moves up ahead of
mechanical drawing.
Fourteen spearate units of work were found to be offered
in the different schools. During grades 7 and 8, the work was
required; however, in grade 9, most of the work was elective.
Table 1. Frequency of Required and Elective Unit-Shop Courses
in Grades 7, 8, and 9, of 65 Schools Having Unit Shops
Grade 7 Grade 8 Grade 9
Semester Semester Semester
First Second First Second First Second
Courses R E R E R E R E R E R E
11) (2) 3) (4 J (5) (6) (7) (6) (9) IToT (11)Jl2) TTJI
Woodwork 56 2 44 3 55 9 45 5 18 30 14 27
Wood Turning.... 2 0 2 0 7 2 7 2 5 4 5 2
Pattern making.. 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1
Machine shop . . .
.
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 2 1 2
Bench metal 6 0 3 0 6 5 3 2 2 9 1 8
Auto mechanics.. 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
Home mechanics.. 1 0 1 0 2 1 3 1 1 2 1 2
Mechanical draw. 17 0 14 0 21 1 18 1 14 18 11 17
a. Instrument
b. Free hand
al
6 1 5 1 6 2 4 2 2 3 2 3
Arch. Drawing... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sheet metal 8 1 8 1 11 5 9 4 6 13 4 12
Electrical work. 6 0 5 1 10 2 7 1 3 7 3 6
Plumbing 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
Printing 14 1 13 1 18 10 23 8 8 25 8 24
Others (name)
Concrete 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
Textiles 1 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
Blueprint reading 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
Redio 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
c/O'
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8. The following form is to be filled out in regard to
general shops only. Please check in the respective
blanks the units that are required (5) and elective
(E) in each grade.
Table 2. Frequency of Required and Elective Units in
General-Shop Courses in Grades 7, 8 , and 9,
of 21 Schools Having General Shops.
~ ' V . 1 1 ' - 1 H
Grade 7 Grade 8 Grade 9
u
Units
Semester Semester Semester
First Second First Second First Second
R E R E R E R E R E R E
itr (2) (3) TiT (5) (6 j (7) (3) (9) TTo7 (11)im TTrf
Woodwork 21 2 16 3 20 4 17 7 13 5 13 1
Wood turning 5 1 5 1 10 4 8 3 4 5 3 6
Pattern making... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Machine shop 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Bench metal 5 0 3 1 6 2 5 3 4 6 3 4
Auto mechanics... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Home mechanics... 5 0 4 0 9 1 7 1 3 5 2 4
Mechanical draw.. 13 1 10 1 15 2 12 2 9 9 2 8
a. Instrumental
b. Free hand. . .
.
3 0 4 0 4 0 3 0 4 3 1 2
Arch, drawing .... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
Sheet metal 10 2 8 2 10 4 8 3 3 5 2 4
Electrical work.. 6 1 4 1 9 3 8 4 2 6 1 6
Plumbing 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Printing 2 0 2 0 6 0 3 0 1 2 2 3
Others Tname ) . . .
Plastics 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
Thirteen different units of work were found to be
offered in the general shops in the various schools.
The above table shows that the units of work appearing
the greatest number of times in order of their
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frequency were: woodwork, mechanical drawing,
electricity, and home mechanics. The units of work
were generally required throughout grades 7 and 8,
and elective in grade 9.
9. How many industrial-arts teachers, part and full time,
in your school?
In the table below, column (1) shows the school
enrollment. Column (2) shows the number of schools
' included in the enrollment. Column (3) shows the range
of industrial-arts teachers per school. Column (4)
shows the total number of industrial-arts teachers in
the schools of the particular enrollment. Columns (5)
and (6) show the number of part-time and full-time
teachers respectively. Note that the number of part-
time teachers is inversely proportional to the enroll-
ment of the school.
Table 3* The Number of Teachers, Full and Part-Time,
in Relation to the School Enrollment.
En rollment
Number
of
Schools
Number of
Teachers
per School
Total
Number
of
Teachers
Part
Time
Full
Time
(1) ITT ITT 147” 157" [FJ
1-299 24 1-3 27 14 13
300-499 31 1-4 55 9 46
500-799 27 2-5 86 12 74
800-1600 9 3-7 42 1 41
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10. Training and experience of the industrial-arts
teachers
.
Of the 187 teachers tabulated, 32 had no college
training whatsoever, 107 had no degree, 80 had
bachelors degrees, and 17 had master* s degrees.
The first reaction to these figures of 32
teachers with no college training, and 107 without
a degree was startling; but when their experience in
teaching industrial arts was considered, it was not
so surprising. Many of these teachers had been
teaching industrial arts for 34, 36, 38, and even
40 years; with a definite majority of teachers with
20 to 30 years experience. Most of these teachers
were evidently tradesmen who went into industrial-
arts teaching, or graduates of a normal school when
no degree was issued.
11. The courses or units taught by each teacher this year.
The unit-shop teachers taught between 1 and 4
courses during t he year, with the majority of teachers
teaching a combination of woodwork and mechanical
drawing
.
The general-shop teachers taught between 5 and
10 units with the majority of teachers teaching wood-
work, wood turning, mechanical drawing, metal work,
electrical work, and home mechanics.
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12. The number of weeks and minutes per week spent in each
course or unit.
Unit-shop industrial-arts classes in grades 7
and 8 were from 40 to 400 minutes long per week
throughout the entire year, but the majority of
courses were 2 periods per week for the entire year.
In grade 9, the courses were from 90 to 720 minutes
per week long, with the majority devoting 2 periods
per day for the entire year.
General-shop classes follow the same time
schedule as the unit shops, only the time was divided
up over the units taught. Most general shops
admitted that woodwork took up more time and was
emphasized more than any other unit.
13. If you do not have a regular course of mechanical
drawing in the seventh and eighth grades, how is
drawing correlated with the other courses if at all?
Thirty-seven schools reported a regular course
in mechanical drawing in grades 7 and 8, and 12
schools taught mechanical drawing in grade 8 or in
general shop. Forty-three schools reported no
definite course in mechanical drawing, but explained
that a period or so was taken every so often for
drawing.
14. How are related knowledges taught?
Twenty-nine schools reported that related
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knowledges in the shop as needed either individually
or by group methods.
15. Do you use tests in teaching industrial arts?
Fifty-one schools reported that they used tests
prepared by the teacher in industrial-arts work, and
31 schools reported that they did not use tests. Very
few stated the reason for not using tests, but 3
reasons were (1) not enough time, (2) tests do not
measure true learning, and (3) not required to do so.
16. Do you give any form of standardized test in industri-
al arts?
Eight schools reported the use of standardized
tests. Some of these tests were: Test of Mechanical
Comprehension, by Bennett, the Purdue Industrial
Classification Test, the Detroit Mechanical Aptitude
Test, and the Newton Industrial-Arts Tests.
Eighty schools reported that standardized tests
were not used in their schools in industrial arts.
17. What is the average size of the industrial-arts
classes in your school?
The average size of industrial-arts class ranged
from 10 to 27 pupils. The majority of classes
contained 17 pupils.
18. How do you care for individual differences?
Most of the teachers took care of individual
differences by individual help either during class
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or after school, and by assigning projects within
the ability of the pupil. In 3 cases individual
differences were taken care of as much as possible
by ability grouping. One teacher claims that the
way he took care of individual differences was a
professional secret, but that he was going to patent
the idea, so we do have something to look forward to.
Are the things made in the different courses required
through the entire year or partly or all elective?
It was almost unanimous that some of the things
made were required and some elective. 1’he first one
or two things made are required and the rest are
elective according to the pupil T s ability.
Do you use textbooks or job sheets in teaching
industrial arts?
From the tabulation text books and reference
books are gradually replacing instructors job
sheets
.
Who prepares the course of study?
In the smaller schools where there was only
one or two teachers, the teacher himself prepared
the course of study. As the school increased in
size, and more teachers were employed, and the
supervisor and director came into the picture, the
course of study came to be a joint responsibility
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and the experience and knowledge of these individuals
helped to draw up the course of study.
27 .
22. What percentage of the weekly class time is spent in
each of the following?
Time allotted to manipulative work by the various
instructors ranged from 40 to 100 percent of the shop
time. The majority of teachers allowed 75 per cent
of the class time for manipulative work, 10 per cent
for related work, 10 per cent for class recitation
and discussion, and 5 per cent for testing.
23. The chief, or most important aim or objective of
industrial arts in the junior-high school was general
education
.
24. Please rank the following aims of industrial arts in
the order of their relative importance.
The majority of teachers ranked these aims as
follows
:
(6) a. Vocational purposes.
(1) b. Educational purposes.
(2) c. Try out experiences.
(3) d. Preparatory for trade school.
(4) e. Preparatory for high school.
(3) f. Leisure time activities.
23. and 26. How many industrial-arts shops are there in
your school, and what courses are taught in each
shop?
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The following table shows the tabulation of
shops in schools with specified enrollments. Note
that the ratio of general shops to unit shops
decreases as the enrollment increases. Also note
that print shops tend to equalize wood shops in
number as the enrollment increases.
Table 4. The Number and Distribution of Shops
in Relation to the Size of the School
Enroll-
ment
Number
of
Schools
Number
of
Shops
per
School
Gen-
eral
Shops
Wood
Shops
Metal
Shops
Print
Shops
Elec-
tri-
cal
Shops
Mech-
anical
Draw-
ing
tlj (2) (3 J (4) (5) ~rcr 17 ) (8) (9)
1-299 22 1-4 9 15 0 3 0 3
300-499 27 1-5 11 24 2 8 3 9
500-799 27 2-5 6 29 16 20 8 10
800-1600 9 4-7 2 13 9 9 3 2
27. Total value of equipment in each shop.
The value of the equipment per shop ranged from
$50 to $13 ,000 and one school containing 5 shops
reported that the approximate cost of their equipment
was $23,000. The average shop invested approximately
$2,500 in equipment.
28 . If there is any certain unit of industrial arts
emphasized more than any other in your course of J
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study will you please list the reasons for doing so?
Out of a total of 28 general shops, 12 reported
that woodwork was emphasized more than any other unit,
because it appealed more to the boy, it was more
interesting, and it could be more universally used
at home.
29. Please check below if you care for a summary of my
findings
.
All but five schools seemed to be interested in
the results of this study. Many wanted an outline
of an industrial-arts program that would fit their
school from the facts given, or suggestions for
improvement. Some wanted to know the title of this
study and when and where it would be filed. Comments
like these prove that industrial-arts men are
interested in this study.
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CHAPTER III
)o.
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND TENTATIVE CONCLUSIONS
1/
In regard to item 2 on the inquiry form, the author
found that five schools with enrollments ranging from 22 to
85 pupils did not offer industrial arts because local needs
did not seem to justify it. The author feels that these boys
and girls are the same as any other boys and girls, and that
they have the same interests, needs, and abilities. To deprive
them of industrial arts, because local needs do not seem to
justify industrial arts, is to deprive them of a rich part of
their education that they c ould utilize in the future. The
other three junior-high schools not offering industrial arts
admitted that they considered it a definite deficiency in
their school system and it would be remedied as soon as
possible.
Sixty-five schools reported a unit-shop type of organiza-
tion, and from the returns it was very evident that the junior-
high-school pupil is not getting the correct vertical and
horizontal organization in industrial arts that leading
educators agree is so important. Twelve of the thirty
17 See page 3$ appendix.
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general shops reported that woodwork was emphasized more than
any other unit because of the teacher 1 s tendencies or shop
layout and equipment. This shows that many of the other fields
such as metal work, printing and the graphic arts, electricity,
machine shop, auto-mechanics, arts and crafts, ceramics,
textiles, and drawing and design are receiving little if any
attention. Today, college students of industrial arts are
receiving training in these fields and eventually the tradesman
teacher with his unit shop will be replaced by the highly
trained professional man, who is a mechanic and a craftsman,
and his general shop. This does not mean that unit shops do
not have a place in modern education. On the contrary, unit
shops give the boy a chance to further investigate a field that
appeals to his interests, needs, and abilities. A school that
can afford to operate a group of unit shops, through which the
pupils can be rotated as in a general shop, and at the same
time further their education in one or two of these units, has
an ideal setup.
1/
The results of the frequency tabulation of general-shop
units and unit-shop courses lends itself to unlimited discus-
1/
sion. Proffitt says: "Obviously all types of industrial work
cannot be duplicated in schools, so it has become the practice
ir See tables I and II, pages 20 and 21.
2/ Maris M. Proffitt, Chairman, Industrial Arts : Its
interpretation in American Schools
.
U. S. bureau of
Education, Bulletin, 1937, No. 34, p. 46.
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to select industrial activities in which large numbers of
people are employed, on which they are dependent, in which
they are interested, or by which they are served. From these
activities teachers of industrial arts have chosen those tools
and practices which represent great forces at work in industry
but which may be bought within the range of practical experi-
ences for pupils of junior-high-school age in school shops and
school environment." Certainly machine shop and auto-mechanics
meet these qualifications and rank rather highly comparatively
speaking. Yet only three schools reported that they were doing
anything with them. What happened to all the school shops
that were equipped to teach machine-shop apprentices during the
war? Did we fail to grasp the opportunity to secure some of
this machinery for our school shops? Evidently we did.
While we are on the subject of junior-high-school course
offerings, the author wishes to call to your attention a
possible future trend in industrial arts. The term "future
trend" is used because the organization about to be described
came from a junior-high-school used exclusively as a training
school for a prominent industrial-arts teacher-training college,
and undoubtedly graduates of this college will be indoctrinated
along this line. The organization is as follows:
t<
-
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Semester I Semester II
Grade 7 Toys and Games Household Accessories
Grade 8 Graphic Arts Sports Equipment
Grade 9 Furniture (production) Mechanics
Furniture and mechanics are required courses for grade
9 general and grade 9 commercial; those taking furniture
semester I take mechanics semester II and vice versa. There
are three shops and a drawing room in this school. Toys and
games, household accessories, sports equipment, and furniture
are taught in one shop; mechanics in a second shop; and graphic
arts in a third shop. The chief, or most important aims or
objectives of industrial arts in this junior-high school were
given as work, hobby, consumer values, and industrial orienta-
tion. The author feels that the names of these courses and the
implied philosophy are well worth noting at this time.
Of the 187 teachers reported, the fact that 32 teachers had
no college training, and 107 teachers had no degree was rather
disturbing. The author is of the opinion that an industrial-
arts teacher should not only be a good mechanic and a crafts-
man, but also a highly trained professional person like his
associates on the school staff.
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1/
In regard to item 13, forty-three of the 92 schools
answering the item reported that no course was given in drawing
in either grades 7 or S, Twenty-five of the 43 schools checked
that drawing was correlated with the things made in the shop.
The author believes that unless a definite time schedule is
followed in regard to drawing, it is apt to be neglected, and
therefore drawing should be a regular course in grades 7 and 8
of the junior-high school.
Related knowledges were taught in shop as needed either
by individual or group methods, but mostly by a combination of
these. This method eliminates most of the tt cold storage”
teaching where students are taught related knowledges long
before they are ready to apply this knowledge.
Thirty-one of the 82 schools reported that tests were not
used in teaching industrial arts; the test in these schools
was the finished article. The author is of the opinion that
there is a vast field of knowledge, that the pupil should have,
that does not show up in the finished article. The only way
to find out if the pupil is getting this knowledge and under-
stands it is bytesting.
The average size of industrial-arts class was found to be
17 pupils which can be handled very efficiently in the average
shop.
1/ See page 45, appendix.
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Usually, when a pupil was being introduced to a new unit
of industrial arts, the instructor required the pupil to make
certain articles; but when the pupil had finished these
articles to the satisfaction of the instructor, the pupil
could select his own article to make with the instructors
approval
.
The author was pleased to see that schools using text
and reference books outnumbered those using instructors job
sheets. The reason may be that not so long ago good books on
industrial arts were scarce, and it was necessary for the
teacher to carry all essential knowledge in his own mind and
pass it on to his pupils by lecture or job sheets. Today we
have an accumulation of good industrial-arts books, and with
the proper use of these, the instructor can care for individual
differences efficiently. A library of good books is an
essential part of the equipment of every progressive industrial-
arts shop.
As stated previously, the teacher in the smaller schools
prepared the course of study; but, as the school grew in size,
and employed more teachers, supervisors, and directors of
industrial arts, it became a group problem and consequently
the course of study was formulated by the group.
Many of the schools that should have a general-shop type
of organization are at present teaching woodwork and mechanical
drawing. The author feels that many of the wood-shop teachers
have taught woodwork so long that they lack the initiative to
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change to a general shop, and that the administration is not
always favorable toward changing to a general shop because of
local conditions. It will take time to remedy these conditions.
From $500 to $23,000 has been spent on equipment in
schools for industrial arts. The average shop can be equipped
for $2,500, and this seems little enough when you stop to think
1/
that through a good industrial arts program, the pupil:
(1) Gains knowledge of the changes made in materials
to meet the needs of society, of tools and
industrial processes used to effect these changes,
of the constant adaptation of materials, tools,
and processes to meet changing needs and conditions,
and of industrial workers and working conditions.
(2) Grows in appreciation of the value of information
regarding occupations as a background for a wise
choice of a career, of the importance in modern
life of tools and industrial processes, of the
artistry of the designer and the skill of the
artisan, and of the dignity of productive labor.
(3) Increases in ability to plan constructive projects,
to select and use sources of industrial and related
information, to handle tools and materials, to
express with material things his individual interests,
to use effectively his recreational time, to work
and share as a member of the group, and to evaluate
work and its products.
(4) Develops attitudes of concern for safety practices,
of consideration for workers in all fields, of
regard for cooperation among the members of a
group, and of respect for property.
An investment of $2,500 never did and never will pay
such dividends.
1/ Maris k. Proffitt, chairman. Industrial Arts: Its
Interpretation in American Schools
. Bulletin, 1937,
no. 34, p. 1.
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54 Florence Street
Worcester, Mass.
February 15, 1948
Principal, Jr. High School
Dear Sir:
I am making a study of the content, equipment, and instruc-
tional procedures being used in the junior high schools in
the State of Massachusetts for instruction in industrial
arts
.
Without your cooperation this study would be impossible.
The inquiry form which follows is so formulated that it
may be filled out by an administrator (principal or super-
intendent) or an industrial-arts instructor in approximate-
ly thirty minutes.
There is an item at the end of the inquiry form which, if
checked, will insure that you will get a summary of my
findings.
I
I thank you for your time and consideration in this matter.
Respectfully yours,
iii/ ,1
> OUa. U- n . hi".-UU^
Lawrence H* Houle
Breton llmversity
School of Education.
^ Library.
o -
.
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)INQUIRY FORM ON PRACTICES IN INDUSTRIAL-ARTS
COURSES IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS
IN THE STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS
33 .
Directions : Please answer the following questions by fill-
ing in the blanks or by using a check mark (lx) wherever
possible. When asked for ranking, number the items in
descending order of importance, as, 1, 2, 3, 4, etc.
If there is not enough space to properly answer a
question, it will be appreciated if you will use other
paper or back of inquiry form.
1. What is the enrollment of your school?
Grade
|
Boys Girls
7
8
9
which grades do you offer industrial
Encircle: 789
3. If you offer industrial arts in none of the above
grades, -give reasons for not offering it:
( ) a. Local needs do not seem to justify the courses.
( ) b. School budget not sufficient.
( ) c. Administration not in sympathy*
( ) d. Space not availablet
( ) e. Other reason* (Please specify)
4 If you do not offer industrial arts in your school, the
rest of the inquiry form need not be filled out, but it
should be returned in the enclosed envelope.
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5. Does your school have yearly or semester promotion?
(Please check)
Yearly Semester
6. Please check the organization that applies to your school.
(A general shop is one having various activities based on
selected industries, usually housed in one room and under
the direction of one teacher; to be distinguished from
special forms of unit shop such as general wood shop,
general metal shop, etc.
)
( ) a. A general shop.
( ) b. Unit shops.
( ) c. A general shop and unit shops.
7. The following form is to be filled out in regard to unit
shops only. Please check in the respective blanks the
courses that are required (R)
,
but if a course is elec-
tive (1?) insert the total enrollment in each elective
course in each grade. If a course is not offered, draw
diagonals in the bcx.
(Do not include in this table anything pertinent to
your general shop, if you have one, see item 8.)
Courses
Grade 7 Grade S’
'
Grade 9
Seme s ter Semester Semester
First Second First Second First Second
R I
E
R ; E R ;E R E r.;e
...E
Woodwork ; *
Wood turning
Pattern making i
Machine shop j
Bench metal
Auto mechanics
Mechanical draw.
a. Instrumental
b. Free hand
Arch. Drawing
Sheet metal i
Elect, work j
Plumbing
Printing 1
Others (name)
* "
v j
j in
i
i
8.
The following form is to be filled out in regard to
general shops only. Check off the units that are re-
quired (R) in each of the following grades. If a unit
/I
40
is elective (E) insert the total enrollment of that
unit in the proper blank. If the unit is not offered
draw diagonals in the box.
Units '
Grade 7 Grade 8 Grade 9
Semester Semester Semester
First Second First Second First Second
R E R..I E R.j.E R .. E. K E : R ...E
Woodwork
Wood turning i
Pattern making I • :
Machine shoe
Bench metal
Auto mechanics
Home mechanics
i
Arch, drawing
Elect, work
Printing {
Others (name)
:
: j
9. How many industrial-arts teachers, part and full time,
in your school?
Part time Full time
10. Will you please fill in the following form concerning
the experience of the industrial-arts teachers in your
junior high school?
Years of
college
training
Degrees
Years of
practical
experience
in indus-
trial arts
work oht-
side of
teaching
Years
in
this
' school
Years of
teaching
industri-
al arts
work
Teacher 1
n
.2
it 5
h 4
it S
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11, In the following table, please check the courses or
units taught by each teacher this year. Also list the
academic courses taught by each industrial-arts teacher
in the blank spaces.
u ii J- u unu fj
Courses 1 2. 3
,
IS
4
. 5
Woodworking
Wood turning
Pattern making
Machine shop
Bench metal
Auto Mechanics
Home Mechanics
Mechanical draw. .
Arch, drawing
Sheet metal
Electrical work #
Plumbing
Printing
Concrete work
Forging.
_
others. (Name. them.)
General Shop
Units
Woodwork
Wood turning
Pattern making
Machine shop
..
Bench metal
Auto mechanics
Home mechanics
Mech meal draw.
Arch, drawing
Sheet metal
Electrical work
Plumbing
Printing
Concrete work
Forging.
Others (Name them)
j
—
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12. Please fill in the number of wet ks and the minutes per
week spent in each course or unit for the following
grades. Please note that there are separate lists for
unit- shop -courses and general-shop units.
Unit Shop
Courses
7th Grade
1st semester 2nd semester
Weeks
minutes
per week
j
minutes
weeks ! per week
Woodwork
^
*
Wood turning 1
Pattern making i
Machine shop
Bench metal
Auto mechanics
Home mechanics
Mechanical draw.
a,.., Ins.t.r.um.e.n.t.a.1
'
,
b. Free hand 11
Arch, drawing
Sheet metal
~
Fleet, work
Plumbing.
Printing
Concrete work
1
Others (Name them)
|
•
i
General Shop
Units
/
;
i
Woodwork ~t
Wood turning
j ......
Pattern making
'
1
1
Machine shop 1i
Bench metal '
Auto mechanics i
Home mechanics i
,i
Mechanical draw. :
a. Instrumental 1
b. Free hard i
|
Arch, drawing r
Sheet metal \
i
Elect, work i
Plumbing
j .
Printing \'
Concrete work
Others (Name them) i
i
j
t
1
'
»
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Unit shop
Courses
8th Grade
1st seme'ster 2nd semester
Weeks
minutes
per week weeks
minutes
per week
Woodwork
Wood turning
Pattern making
Machine shop
dench metal
Auto mechanics
nome mechanics
M.echa.n.i..c..al draw.*
a. Instrumental
.b.* Fre.e.....hand
•
Arch, drawing
Sheet metal
Fl.e..c.t..« work
Plumbing
Printing
Concrete work •
0the r.s .(.Name ....them.)
General Shop
Units
Woodwork
Wood turning
Pattern making
Machine shop
Be.nch_..m.et..al
Auto mechanics
Home mechanics
Mechanical draw*
_...a, Instrumental
b. Free hand
Arch, drawing
Sheet metal
Elect, 'work
Plumbing
Printing..
Concrete work
Others (Name them)
I(
t
»
4
'
'
,
\
\
I
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9th Grade
Unit shop
.
Courses Weeks
minutes
per week weeks
minutes
per week
Woodwork
-
Wood turning
Pattern making
Machine shop
oench metal
Auto mechanics
Home mechanics
M.e.Qha.iu.c.al draw... •
a. Instrumental
...L» £r.e.e.....h.an.d
Arch, drawing
She.e..t....m.e.t.al
Ele.c.t... work
Plumbing
Printing
Concrete work
0 1he r s (Name ....them)
General Shop
Units
Woodwork
Wood turning
Pattern making
Machine shop
Bench metal
Auto mechanics
Home mechanics
Mechanical draw.
...a.,, I.hs..t..r.um.e.nt.al
b. Free hand
Arch, drawing
Sheet metal
Elect, work
Plumbing
Printing
Concrete work •
Others (Name them)
t
\
I
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13.
If you do not have a regular course of mechanical draw-
ing in the seventh and eighth grades, how is drawing
correlated with the other courses if at all? (Check)
( ) a. Not at all.
( ) b. Given in correlation with the thing made.
( ) c. A period or so taken every so often for the draw-
ing.
( ) d. Other method, please state it.
14.
How are related knowledges taught? (Check)
( ) a. Group instruction.
( ) b. In shop as needed.
( ) 1. Individually.
( ) 2. Group.
( ) 3. Individually and group.
( ) c. Other method. (Please name it.)
15.
Do you ua e tests in teaching industrial arts?
Yes No
a. if “No", state reasons, if any.
b. If "Yes" to question 15
1. By whom are these tests prepared?
2. When are these tests given?
16.
Do you give any form of standardized test in industrial
arts?
Bncir.cle: Yes No
a. If answer is "yes", when are these tests given?
b. Name of test or tests used.
17.
What is the average size of the industrial-arts classes
in your school?
— -
*
r
.
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18,
How do you care for individual differences?
19. Are the things made in the different courses reauired
through the entire year or partly or all elective?
(Flease check)
( ) a. Reauired through the entire year.
( ) b. Some required and some elective.
( ) c. All things made are elective.
20. Do you use textbooks or job sheets? If so, in which
courses and what texts or job sheets are used? If in-
structors prepare their own job sheets, please check
in proper column below. A co^y of any of these sheets
would be greatly appreciated.
Courses
Name of books and
job sheets and
authors
Instruc-
tor’s own
sheet
Grade
used
Woodwork
Wood turning;
Pattern making
Machine shop
Bench metal
Auto mechanics
Home mechanics
Mechanical draw.
a. Instrumental
b. Free hand
Arc.1 :. Drawing
Fleet, work
Plumbing
Printing
Concrete work
Forging
Others. (Name .them).
21, Who prepares the courses of study? (Flease check)
( ) a. Teacher.
( ) b. Supervisor.
( ) c. Superintendent.
( ) d. Director of industrial arts.
( ) e. Committee of teachers.
( ) f. Others. (Name them)
\ *
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22. What percentage of the weekly class time is spent in
each of the following? (Related work is knowledge
necessary for a thorough understanding of equipment,
materials, processes, and skills of a given trade.)
a. Manipulative work per cent.
b. Related work per cent.
c. Class recitation or discussion per cent.
d. Testing per cent.
23. The chief, or most important aim or objective of
industrial arts in the junior high school isj
( ) a. General education.
( ) b. Vocational education.
( ) c. Prerequisite of high school work.
( ) d. Other aims. (please name them)
24. Please rank the following aims of industrial arts in
the order of their relative importance.
( ) a. Vocational purposes.
( ) b. Educational purposes.
( ) c. Try out experiences.
( ) d. Preparatory for trade school.
( ) e. Preparatory for high school.
( ) f. Leisure time activities.
25. How many industrial^art s shops are there in your school?
26.
What courses are taught in each shop? Complete the
following form.
Shops Courses in each shop
Shop 1
Shop 2
S.b.Q.p.....3.
Shop 4
Shop 5
Total v alue of tools in each shop.
Shops Tools Machine ry Total
Shop 1
Shop 2
Shop 3
Shop 4
Shop 5
V'
28. If there is any certain unit of industrial arts em-
phasized more than any other in your course of study
will you please list the reasons, for doing so below?
29. Please check below if you would care for a summary of
my findings. Also fill in your correct mailing
address below.
Yes No
Name position
Address ' Date
Iu
%
/
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